
Call The Bomb Squad, 
To Be concluded 



Revamping The City of 
Hinesville’s  

Mosquito Control  
Program 



Mosquito Control  



Purpose 

Re-Vamping  The City of Hinesville’s Mosquito Control Program  

 

To abate the mosquito population in the City with minimal impact 

on the environment and citizens. 

 

Operate the program while under the regulations of The Hinesville 

PDMP 

 

 



The City of Hinesville, 

Georgia is located in Liberty County, which is in the 
Lower Coastal Plain Physiological Region of the state. 
The total square miles for Hinesville is 21.18.  
 
The area is bordered by Fort Stewart Army Installation 
to the North, Long County to the West, the cities of 
Allenhurst and Walthourville to the South, and 
Flemington and  Liberty County to the East.  Hinesville 
has Terrell’s Millpond within its city limits and Davis 
Swamp outside its city limits to the east.  
 
Horse, Mill and Peacock Creeks serves as floodplains 
drain through the city.   



The City of Hinesville, 



Treatment History and Method 

Prior to the coming aboard of the new administration in 1978, mosquito control 
was already in motion. The program started with a need to create a healthy and 
tolerate environment for the citizens and visitors of Hinesville GA. The program 
launched of with to spray trucks that used a chemical call Malathion, which had a 
very offensive smell.  In 1997 New Jersey traps were brought on the scene as a 
surveillance (trapping) tool. The mosquitoes that were collected from the traps 
were delivered to the  Liberty County Health Dept. The Liberty County Health Dept 
was responsible for separating the males from the females where in a report was 
generated and given to The City of Hinesville reflecting the mosquito count, thus 
threshold levels were developed. A female count of 60 from any zone or route 
initiated  the spraying  of all zones or routes. To this day, New Jersey traps are still 
being used as a means of mosquito collection. 



(Purpose)- To help create better communities and companies through 

 innovative operations and maintenance solutions 

(What do we do)-CH2M HILL partners with communities and 

companies to deliver a complete range of custom-tailored 

operations and maintenance solutions. Our sustainable O&M 

solutions include water and wastewater system optimization; 

contract O&M of water, wastewater and other utilities; facilities 

management; and complete municipal operations, including 

administration, public works and community development – all 

backed by a commitment to safety, quality, innovation and 

customer service. 
 



Because we stand behind  our commitment to safety, quality, innovation 

and customer service we were obligated by those very attributes to 
regroup and form a huddle of brainstorming that would in return produce 
solutions that when put into motion,  will provide the citizens of Hinesville 
with a comprehensive program. This is were revamping started 



What peaces of the past program were we going to take up first? 



Well,  first we had to yield and pick up the peace that 

dealt with the SAFETY aspect of the program  



What did we find? 



-New Jersey traps weren't properly grounded 
-Faulty patching of wiring 
-Fogging was not discontinued when close to the citizens 
-Due to old construction, Chemicals storage areas had limited vitalization 
-Spill kits were not carried in the trucks by operators 
 
 
 

Program safety 



Program Quality 

-New Jersey traps were found  in poor conditions.(poor maintenance practices) 
-The location of the traps were not placed in representative locations. 
-The traps had to be in locations with a electrical outlet. 
-The old way of running the routes were not ethically sound.  
 
 
-There was no justification for high operation expenses . 



After Bringing the peaces of quality assessment to the table to continue the process of 

revamping, what peace did we pick up next? 



Well, we had to pick up the peace of 

educating our employees 

Field Training 
 



Which included 
Interactive class 
room training 



The next peace to pick up was the team’s 
commitment to  source reduction 



In Teamwork with the Streets and Drainage  



Teamwork with Construction Maintenance  



Team work added numerous pieces to the puzzle 



Next Peaces, Public Education 





Public education allows the public to become more aware so that 

they can fulfill their roles in pushing the peaces together 



The Enforcer 



Chapter 12  OFFENSES AND MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS* 
*State law references:  Criminal Code of Georgia, O.C.G.A. § 16-1-1 et seq.   
  
ARTICLE  III.  OFFENSES INVOLVING PUBLIC HEALTH 
 
Sec. 12-70.  Stagnant water. 
 
It shall be unlawful for any owner or occupant of property within the City to 
allow a pond, barrel, tin can, vehicle tire, or any container, in which water 
does or might collect and stagnate, or fail to remedy same within seven 
days after water collects therein, by draining or filling any such pond and by 
removing any such container. In the event it is not practical to drain or fill 
such pond, the same shall be effectually treated against mosquito breeding 
to the satisfaction of the Health Officer. 
(Code 1978, § 12-33) 
  
  
Becky Widincamp 



Next, Inventory  and Data Collection(GPS\GIS) 



Inventory 



 Which makes it for easy Inspections, documentations, and 

record keeping 

 





Work order system 
Maintenance connection 



Request 
 
 



Inspection 
sheet 
attached to 
request 



Add new traps and 
microscope 
 
 

Modern Day Technology 



Microscope (S8APO) and Camera 



Now we perform  mosquito counts, gender separation,  species 
identification and also send mosquito poles to Danny  (UGA) to be 
tested.  



Microscope (Camera) 





 Back to the Bomb Squad. 

Coastal Courier  

July 19, 2012 





Which concluded the first stage of revamping 



Next Year 2013 


